Non-Disclosure and Terms of Business
Agreement
1.Engineering and Manufacturing Consulting (EMC) is a business consulting service providing
expertise in parts engineering, material selection and manufacturing process for production
purposes. EMC does not market products or intend to engage in the marketing of any product for
which it consults and advises.

2. This agreement between Engineering and Manufacturing Consulting and the customer is
intended to insure to the customer that EMC will not discuss or reveal any information from any
conversation or consultation without permission from the customer. All product or part
information is the property of the customer and is recognized as such by Engineering and
Manufacturing Consulting as property of the customer.

3. EMC will not discuss or reveal any information, or represent the customer to any engineer,
third party, or manufacturer without the written consent of the customer. Both parties (EMC and
the customer) agree that an email from the customer releasing EMC to discuss the information
provided to EMC by the customer will serve as valid permission for EMC to discuss or forward
files containing part or product information to appropriate and approved representatives in
engineering or manufacturing as designated in the email.

4 .EMC does not intend to profit and will seek no profit from the public introduction, marketing,
or sale of any customer's parts or products. EMC is strictly a manufacturer's rep company
offering an engineering and manufacturing resource .

5. Customer agrees to use information and advice from EMC on projects strictly related to
customer's enterprise and to not represent any other customer or third party.

6. The customer agrees to present only original part or product drawings and information. EMC
does not "reverse engineer" any parts or products made, owned, produced, or marketed by third
parties. EMC does not do patent searches. It is the responsibility of the customer to insure that
the parts, products or manufacturing process being mutually discussed are not owned or the

intellectual property of some third party.

7. Advice and service offered by EMC on customer products is our best opinion and, to our
knowledge, the best advice. It is solely the customer's decision to utilize the information or
advice rendered by EMC.

8. The safety or use of any part or product marketed, produced, or sold by the customer is solely
the customer's responsibility. The customer is responsible for testing (safety, regulatory, etc.) any
part or product discussed mutually by customer and EMC. The customer accepts full
responsibility for making sure that the part or product complies with any safety considerations
and governmental or industry regulations pertinent to the product.

Customer___________________________________________________________
Title__________________________________________________

Company____________________________________________________________

Date_________________________

